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2In Sec. V, geodesics and their stability are studied at rst generally for an arbitrary stationary metric with another
symmetry and then results are applied to the stationary region B of the SC-metric.
II. THE SPINNING C-METRIC IN THE f , x, y, g COORDINATES




occurring in (1) do not have a straightforward connection with the angular momentum
























































W = 1 + (aAxy)
2
with m, a, A, Æ, and " being constant. The metrics (1) and (2) are related by the trivial transformation
p =
p
aA x ; q =
p
































Æ = 1 ; " =  1 ; (3)
and a = 0 we get the standard form of the non-spinning C-metric. In the following, we assign the foregoing values
(3) to the kinematical parameters Æ and ".
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is negative and then A
2
has to full only






, turns out to be 1=(27m
2
), which is
the same as for the non-spinning C-metric. If y
i
are the roots of F then  y
i
are the roots of G since F (y) =  G( y).
Similarly as in [13], it can be shown that the metric (2) has the signature +2 for G > 0 and is then stationary for
F > 0. In the coordinates f , x, y, g, there are four stationary regions (see Fig. 1) A, B, C [ C
0
, and D [D
0
(as in
































(3W   4)(W   4) (6)
suggest that there are curvature singularities at points (x = 0, y = 1) and (x = 1, y = 0). The second
curvature invariant also indicates that the constant a is proportional to the angular momentum of the source [16].






are located there (see Fig. 4).
Killing horizons, which are located at y = y
i
































FIG. 1: The structure of the SC-metric (2) in the coordinates f , x, y, g: The metric has the signature +2 for G > 0, i.e.,
in the second and fourth columns from the left, and is stationary for F > 0 in the shaded squares. Curvature singularities at
points (x = 0, y = 1) and (x = 1, y = 0) are denoted by crosses. The black hole horizons and the acceleration horizons
are labeled by BH and AH, respectively. The line x+ y = 0, where curvature invariants (5) and (6) vanish, is also indicated.
III. TRANSFORMATION TO THE WEYL-PAPAPETROU COORDINATES
As was mentioned earlier, each of the four stationary regions A, B, C [ C
0
, and D [ D
0
can be transformed to
the stationary Weyl-Papapetrou coordinates f

































































: : : 
4
are constant, can be found similarly as in [13]. It turns out that it is convenient to choose
K = A (13)





the Kerr solution in the limit A! 0. In the following, we assume that (13) holds.











the dimension of length.
In order to express the SC-metric in the Weyl-Papapetrou form (7) we have to nd the inverse transformation to












; i = 1 : : :3 ; (14)
where z
i















= 0 : (15)








































































=  1 ; 
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=  1 ; 
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= +1 ; 
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= +1 ; 
2
=  1 ; 
3
=  1 :























































































































































































































































































Substituting Eqs. (17) and (18) into (19) we obtain the SC-metric in the Weyl-Papapetrou coordinates. Unfortunately,
these expressions are very complicated and can be handled only by computer manipulations. In the non-spinning
case, our approach gives again long formulas, whereas Godfrey[17] and Bonnor[4], after performing very long calcu-
lations, arrived at considerably simpler equivalent results. A similar simplication may be probably also possible in
the spinning case. The spinning soliton generalization[18] of the non-spinning C-metric might be helpful in this task.


























 = 0 ; (20)
! = 0 (21)
on the axis. When both conditions (20) and (21) are satised then the axis is regular. If only (21) holds then
there is a conical singularity (a string or a strut); if none of these conditions is satised a spinning string (conical
5and torsion[19, 20] singularity) is present and, in its vicinity, a region with closed timelike curves occurs. Vacuum
Einstein's equations allow us to multiply e
2
by a constant 
5
. Later we will adjust this constant to regularize some
parts of the axis.
Let us now restrict ourselves to the most physically interesting stationary region B of the SC-metric (2), which was
studied in the non-spinning and spinning cases in papers [4, 7, 14, 21] and [13, 14], respectively.





horizon extends from z
3
to 1, and there may occur conical singularities or spinning strings on the rest of the axis
depending on the values of the constants 
1
: : : 
5
(see Fig. 2 a).









= 0 and g
''
6= 0 on the acceleration horizon (where y = y
2








= 0 : (22)
Demanding further that there be no torsion singularity on the axis for z < z
1

















= 0 : (23)
Equivalent conditions were obtained in [13] requiring the appropriate asymptotical behaviour of the metric in the co-
ordinates adapted to the boost and rotation symmetries discussed in Sec. IV.
















Further requirement on the axis { to be regular for z < z
1










































The \angular velocity" of the black hole horizon y = y
3




































Oliveira [14] since we use a dierent coordinate system that does not rotate asymptotically.















that is equal to 

H
for the outer horizon of the Kerr metric.


































































(22){(25) and (31) go to the corresponding metric functions of the Kerr metric in the Weyl-Papapetrou coordinates
as given, e.g., in [22].
In this section, we have transformed the region B of the SC-metric into the Weyl-Papapetrou coordinates. It is
similarly possible to transform the region D [ D
0










horizon for z > z
3
. Moreover there is a ring singularity at z = 0 and  = a (corresponding to x = 0 and y = 1),
where curvature invariants go to innity. For the limit A ! 0 we obtain the region r 2 ( 1; r
 
) of the Kerr
spacetime, where r is the Boyer-Lindquist coordinate. The region D [ D
0
thus corresponds to the spacetime of a















FIG. 2: a) The B region of the SC-metric in the Weyl-Papapetrou coordinates: The black hole and acceleration horizons are




) and at z 2 (z
3
; 1), respectively. There is an ergoregion in the vicinity of the black





b) The D [ D
0
region of the SC-metric in the Weyl-Papapetrou coordinates: The white hole and acceleration horizons are




) and z 2 (z
3
; 1), respectively. The ring singularity with the radius  = a appears at z = 0.
IV. THE SPINNING C-METRIC IN THE COORDINATES ADAPTED TO THE BOOST AND
ROTATION SYMMETRIES
Now let us transform the region B into the coordinates adapted to the boost and rotation symmetries ft, , z, 'g.































































































































! = A! :
As a consequence of the transformation (27) a second black hole accelerated along the symmetry axis in the opposite
direction appears (see Fig. 3).
The spacetime described by the metric (28) contains stationary and non-stationary regions separated by a so-called













< 0), see Fig. 3. The regularity condition of the roof[13, 15]
(
2
; 0) = (
2
; 0) (30)

























FIG. 3: The stationary region B of the SC-metric transformed to the coordinates adapted to the boost and rotation symmetries




> 0, where the roof is the acceleration horizon, denoted by AH. Under the roof,
there is also another identical stationary region I' that corresponds to a second black hole accelerated along the symmetry axis




< 0. This gure covers
only the outer part of the spacetime of a uniformly accelerated Kerr black hole outside the exterior black hole horizon (BH).
A similar picture, connected with D[D
0
, would describe the inner part of the spacetime of a uniformly accelerated Kerr black
hole inside the interior black hole horizon.













) = 0 (32)
is satised on the outer parts of the axis thanks to Eqs. (23) and (25).
The metric functions (29) are in fact very complicated since we have to use Eqs. (14), (17){(19), and (27) in order to
express them in coordinates ft, , z, 'g. As the Weyl-Papapetrou metric is stationary, via the transformation (27), we
get the metric functions in the stationary region bellow the roof. However, using the same expressions for the metric
functions , , and ! above the roof, we obtain an analytical continuation of the metric (28) across the roof. It turns
out that one has to change the sign of 
3










= 0 : (33)
The non-stationary region above the roof was not included in the Weyl-Papapetrou form, however, it was contained
in the original metric (2) in the f , x, y, g coordinates.
The region above the roof inside the null cone of the origin (F < 0 and 
3
> 0 in (16), i.e., the region 
2
in Fig. 4)





























U , ~, and ~! are functions of ~ and
~





























































































































the region above the roof outside the null cone of the origin (F < 0 and 
3
< 0 in (16), i.e., the region 
1
in Fig. 4)




























where the metric functions
^
U , ^, and !^ depend on ^ and
^










































as given in Fig. 4.
One can also determine the J
+
location similarly as was done in [24] for the non-spinning C-metric. The SC-metric
can be compactied by the conformal factor 
 = A(x+y). The future null innity J
+
is then at 
 = 0, i.e., x+y = 0,






























V. GEODESICS IN THE SPINNING C-METRIC
In this section, geodesics in the stationary region B of the SC-metric, especially their stability, are examined. As
far as we know, the stability of circular orbits in stationary axisymmetric spacetimes was only studied in the case
with an equatorial plane of symmetry[25, 26]. The SC-metric (and also other exact solutions, e.g., a superposition of
two Schwarzschild or Kerr black holes with dierent parameters) does not have an equatorial plane of symmetry (see
Fig. 2 a). In the following, basic theorems on the stability of solutions of ordinary non-linear dierential equations[27]
are employed.
Let us investigate the stability of geodesics in a general stationary spacetime with two Killing vectors, @=@t and



































are positive. Let us dene T   g
tt
, F  g

,
and W  g
t
.
Since the metric (36) has two Killing vectors, each freely falling particle carries two conserved quantities
U

























































FIG. 4: This gure represents the fourth column of Fig. 1, where points y = 1 are identied. The diagram is cut along











the regions I and II in Fig. 3, respectively. The curves in both triangles represent the null cones of the origin (33) that divide








inside the null cone. The stationary region D [ D
0
with
the curvature singularity denoted by a cross and the triangle above it represent the inner part of the spacetime of a uniformly























































F   2ELW) : (39)










































































































Stationary (equilibrium) points of the system (43), z

0














Y = 0 ; i.e., R(z

0


























) = 0 : (47)


















) = 0 (48)





Since the system (43) is autonomous, its linearization may help to determine the stability of its stationary points[27].

















































































































), etc. If all Re

were negative the equilibrium point of (43) would be asymptotically stable
and if at least one Re

were positive the equilibrium point of (43) would be unstable. If maxfRe

g were zero









the stationary point z

0
is unstable if Re

6= 0 for any  and could be stable only if Re






















































< 0 ; (50)


































= 0 : (51)
In order to determine whether the stationary points given by (48) and satisfying (50) or (51) are indeed stable,
we employ the Lyapunov method. The Lyapunov function for (43) is a function V of four independent variables z























 0 : (53)
Notice that V
0













a function exists then the equilibrium point z

0
is stable, however, there is not a general method how to nd it.














= 0 identically, is the Lyapunov function for the system (43) if R is negative in the neighbourhood
of the equilibrium point z

0






) = 0. Thus, equilibrium points satisfying
(50) are indeed stable.






















FIG. 5: Stationary points in the B region of the SC-metric for a) m = 1, a = 1=2, A = 1=10; b) m = 1=5, a = 1=6, A = 1=100 {
stable equilibrium points are highlighted, the upper and lower curves correspond to retrograde and prograde orbits, respectively.
To summarize: The stationary points X = X
0
and Y = Y
0
given by (48) are stable if R (39) has a local maximum
there.
Let us apply the foregoing general considerations to the SC-metric (2). The corresponding computations are rather
complicated and thus we present only the main results here.
The condition (48) for stationary points is a polynomial of the order 12 in x and y and for a = 0 it reduces to




in the B region are plotted in Fig. 5. As in the non-spinning case[28],
the stationary points x
0
= 0 correspond to null geodesics, stationary points with x
0
> 0 and x
0
< 0 to timelike and
spacelike geodesics, respectively.
In contrast to the non-spinning case, there now appear two curves in Fig. 5 { the upper and the lower one corre-
sponding to retrograde (L < 0) and prograde (L > 0) orbits, respectively.
Using Eq. (50), one can show that for A small, there exist both retrograde and prograde stable orbits (Fig. 5 b). As
was shown in [28], these geodesics correspond to co-accelerated test particles orbiting the uniformly accelerated black
hole. If the parameters E and L are perturbed suÆciently the test particle falls under the black hole or acceleration
horizon.
VI. CONCLUSION
If conditions (4) are satised there are four stationary regions in the SC-metric. Each of them can be transformed
into a dierent Weyl-Papapetrou metric by (8){(12). The most physically important region B in the Weyl-Papapetrou
coordinates represents the gravitational eld of a \spinning rod" (the black hole horizon) and a semi-innite line mass
that are held in equilibrium by a spinning string. There is an ergoregion in the vicinity of the black hole horizon
and a region with closed timelike curves in the neighbourhood of the spinning string (see Fig. 2 a). In the limit
the acceleration A ! 0, there remains just the \spinning rod", which corresponds to the \exterior" of the Kerr
metric. Through a further transformation to the coordinates adapted to the boost and rotation symmetries new
non-stationary radiative regions appear. It turns out that these regions are already contained in the original form (2)
of the SC-metric (see Fig. 4).
Another stationary region D [ D
0
corresponds to a uniformly accelerated superposition of a spinning white hole
and a ring singularity, which represents a uniformly accelerated \interior" of the Kerr solution, i.e., the region bellow
the inner horizon up to r !  1. A timelike curve in the Kerr metric can start in the external, asymptotically at
region, cross two horizons, pass through the ring singularity, and emerge in another asymptotically at white hole
region, where gravity is repulsive. Similarly, in the SC-metric, a timelike curve starting in the region B can cross two
horizons and debouch in the region D [D
0




In Sec. V, the stability of geodesics corresponding to equilibrium points in a general stationary spacetime with
two symmetries was studied. Using the Lyapunov method it can be shown that an equilibrium point is stable if
the function R of two variables (39) has a local maximum there. It turns out that for the SC-metric there exist stable
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